Studies of protein-protein interactions in Fanconi anemia pathway to unravel the DNA interstrand crosslink repair mechanism.
Fanconi anemia (FA), a cancer predisposition syndrome exhibits hallmark feature of radial chromosome formation, and hypersensitivity to DNA crosslinking agents. A set of FA pathway proteins mainly FANCI, FANCD2 and BRCA2 are expressed to repair the covalent crosslink between the dsDNA. However, FA, BRCA pathways play an important role in DNA ICL repair as well as in homologous recombination repair, but the presumptive role of FA-BRCA proteins has not clearly explored particularly in context to function associated protein-protein interactions (PPIs). Here, in-vivo, in-vitro and in-silico studies have been performed for functionally relevant domains of FANCI, FANCD2 and BRCA2. To our conclusion, FANCI ARM repeat interacts with FANCD2 CUE domain and BRCA2 C-terminal region. Interestingly, FANCD2 CUE domain also interacts strongly with BRCA2 C-terminal region. Interactions between BRCA2 CTR and functionally relevant mutations Ser222Ala (cell cycle checkpoint mutant) and Leu231Arg (DNA ICL repair mutant) present in FANCD2 CUE domain have been analysed. To our finding, these mutations abrogate the binding between FANCD2 CUE domain and BRCA2 CTR. Furthermore, (1) different domain of FANCI, FANCD2 and BRCA2 are playing important role in PPIs, (2) mutations cause the impairment in the PPIs which in turn may disrupt the DNA ICL repair mechanism.